
Earth Day Bracelet
Can you guess what each of the colored beads in 
your bracelet stands for?

Blue = Water          
Clear = Air

Yellow = Sunshine
Brown = Soil

Green = Plants
Red = Animals
Heart = YOU!

Black = Pollution

The first six colors stand for different parts of the 
environment that work together to make up life on 
Earth. The last bead stands for pollution, the bad 
stuff that can harm the environment. But did you 
notice what stands between pollution and the 
environment? That’s right. YOU! 

Take a moment to think of at least one way that 
you can protect Earth’s water, air, and soil from 
pollution today. Now go out and do it! And 
whenever you look at your bracelet remember that 
it is important to take care of the Earth not only on 
Earth Day, but every day of the year!
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